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Abstract
Trinitromethane (nitroform, NF) is an interesting substance. It acts as an oxidizer and
forms salts/salt-like materials. In the present study, nitroform and aluminum interaction
has been investigated within the limitations of density functional theory at the level of
unrestricted B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p). The composites having formula of NF+Al and
NF+2Al are considered. Since aluminum has an unpaired electron in the ground state,
various multiplicities arise for the composites of present interest. Some geometrical,
physico chemical, quantum chemical and spectral data have been obtained and discussed.
The results indicate that the interaction between aluminum and nitroform is moderate in
the case of NF+Al(d) which (has doublet multiplicity) and only some bond angle and
length distortions happen. In the case of NF+2Al(s) composite, drastic effect of
aluminum atom results in C-NO2 bond rupture of nitroform. On the other hand, the triplet
state of NF+2Al, (NF+2Al(t)) perturbations caused by the aluminum is also moderate. In
each case the aluminum atom acquires partial positive charge.

1. Introduction
Trinitromethane (nitroform) and its salts have been known for almost more than a
century (The salt of nitroform and hydrazine, hydrazinium nitroformate (HNF), was
reported to be discovered in 1951) [1]. In the literature, numerous publications exist on
nitroform salts but relatively less number of articles piled on nitroform [2-9]. Soon after
its discovery, it was recognized that HNF belongs to the most powerful solid oxidizers in
existence and considerable attempts have been made to use HNF as a propellant
ingredient in high energy solid propellants [2-9] and are the subject of several structurerelated publications [10], including an ab initio study predicting a propeller-type structure
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for the anion (nitroformate) [11]. Xiao and coworkers investigated the intermolecular
interaction of hydrazinium nitroformate ion pair by using density functional theory [12].
Hydrazinium nitroformate (HNF) is an energetic oxidizer [13-15]. It is used to produce
propellants which burn very rapidly, exhibiting very high combustion efficiency. Its high
energy leads to propellants having high specific impulse.
Substantial efforts were directed to HNF synthesis and stabilization, and to methods
to control the HNF crystal particle size [3-6]. In the early seventies HNF research was
suddenly stopped. One of the major reasons for this: the hazardous synthesis method of
nitroform. Several fire and explosion accidents have been reported that forced to stop
nitroform production, and subsequently HNF synthesis [2]. Another hindrance was the
incompatibility between HNF and some important binders like hydroxy-terminated
polybutadiene (HTPB). However, some safe synthesis method for HNF has been
established, starting from nitroform and hydrazine. Nowadays, there are safe ways to
manufacture nitroform [16-18] (e.g., the Rockwell method).
Many scientists and companies developed new energetic compounds and powerful
oxidizers like hexanitroethane, nitronium perchlorate, hydrazinium mono- and
diperchlorates, hydroxylamine perchlorate, hydrazinium nitroformate, diuoramino
compounds, fuels like boron, metal hydrides, and metals like beryllium and zirconium
[19-21]. Aluminum has been used for several decades in certain TNT/NH4NO3
commercial explosives (e.g., the Ammonals) as an additional fuel to increase the power
and gas volume. Aluminized military explosives appeared as prominent charges in II
World War [22].
Aluminum powder is one of the combustible high energy materials. Hence, it
influences the explosive performance by increasing the heat of explosion and acts as
intermediate sensitive agent [23]. As an overall effect it enhances reaction temperature
and air blast, increases bubble energies in underwater weapons etc. It is known that
pressed samples of 80% HNF and 20% aluminum have an increased burning rate as
compared to neat HNF whereas the burning rate exponent remains similar to the HNF
pellets. The high HNF flame temperature close to the surface (0.5 mm above the surface)
together with the high OH concentration leads to a very effective aluminum combustion.
Ultra fine aluminum powder (Alex) (20%) yields further enhanced burn rates with HNF
(80%) and a reduced burning rate exponent (approximately 0.7). HNF together with
energetic binders and aluminum, yields propellants with very high specific impulses
(> 3100 m/s) [6].
http://www.earthlinepublishers.com
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Although, some work exist in the literature involving HNF and aluminum
compositions in certain ammunitions, the effect of aluminum on nitroform, basic
constituents of HNF, has not been published so far up to the best knowledge of the
author. In the present study, interaction of nitroform with aluminum has been investigated
at the molecular level within the limitations of density functional theory (DFT).
2. Method of Calculation
In the present study, the initial geometry optimizations of all the structures leading to
energy minima were achieved by using MM2 method then followed by semi-empirical
PM3 self-consistent fields molecular orbital (SCF MO) method [24,25] at the restricted
level [26]. Afterwards, the structure optimizations have been managed within the
framework of Hartree-Fock (HF) and finally by using density functional theory (DFT) at
the unrestricted level of B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) [27,28]. Note that the exchange term of
B3LYP consists of hybrid Hartree-Fock and local spin density (LSD) exchange functions
with Becke’s gradient correlation to LSD exchange [29]. Also note that the correlation
term of B3LYP consists of the Vosko, Wilk, Nusair (VWN3) local correlation functional
[30] and Lee, Yang, Parr (LYP) correlation correction functional [31]. Presently, to
minimize the basis set superposition error (BSSE) rather high level of basis set has been
employed [26,32]. In the present study, the normal mode analysis for each structure
yielded no imaginary frequencies for the 3N–6 vibrational degrees of freedom, where N is
the number of atoms in the system. This indicates that the structure of each molecule
corresponds to at least a local minimum on the potential energy surface. Furthermore, all
the bond lengths were thoroughly searched in order to find out whether any bond
cleavage occurred or not during the geometry optimization process. All these
computations were performed by using SPARTAN 06 [33].
2. Results and Discussion
Nitroform (NF, trinitromethane) is the basic constituent of HNF and some other
nitroform salts [6,9,10,34]. It can exist in two tautomeric forms; a nitroform and an aciform. The colorless nitroform exists in solution acidified with HCl or H2SO4 and also in
anhydrous benzene, CS2 and ether [1]. Whereas, in aqueous and basic solutions, which
are intensely yellow colored, nitroform partly turns into the aci tautomeric form.
On the other hand, aluminum which takes part as an important ingredient of many
explosive compositions [35] has the ground state electronic configuration of
1s22s22p63s23p1 [36]. Thus, it is capable of donating electrons and/or accepting lone
Earthline J. Chem. Sci. Vol. 8 No. 2 (2022), 147-162
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pair(s) to form complexes. In the present study composites having formulas of NF+Al
and NF+2Al are considered which possess 15.15 and 26.32 % Al by weight, respectively.
Note that those composites possess doublet state in NF+Al and singlet or triplet in
NF+2Al case.
Figure 1 shows the optimized structures as well as the directions of the dipole
moment vectors of nitroform (NF) and its aluminized forms. As seen in the figure,
nitroform has a propeller type arrangement of the nitro groups with C1 symmetry. The
direction of dipole moment vector is from the hydrogen atom through the carbon atom.
Presence of the aluminum atom perturbs nitroform structure at different extents
depending on the number of the aluminum atom(s) and the multiplicity of the systems
considered. Note that aluminum atom has an unpaired electron thus at the unrestricted
level of calculations various multiplicities arise as the number of Al atoms varies.

Figure 1. Optimized structures of nitroform and its aluminized forms (From different
angles of views).
http://www.earthlinepublishers.com
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In the case of NF+2Al(s) composite, drastic effect of aluminum atom results in
C-NO2 bond rupture of nitroform. In the other cases the perturbations are in the form of
some bond angle and length distortions but no bond cleavages.
Table 1 shows the dipole moment components and the total dipole moments of the
composites. As seen in Table 1 the order of dipole moments is NF+2Al(s) < NF+Al(d) <
NF+2Al(t). Apparently the open shell structures have greater total dipole moments than
the closed-shell structure, NF+2Al(s). Obviously the magnitude of dipole moments have
been dictated by the geometric factors as well as the charges of the atomic centers of the
systems considered (see Figures 2 and 3).
Table 1. Dipole moment components and the total dipole moments of the composites.
Composite

X

Y

Z

Total

NF+Al(d)

-1.556620

-2.714519

0.222418

3.137061

NF+2Al(s)

1.654220

1.978691

1.477984

2.972557

NF+2Al(t)

-4.273328

1.156174

-0.855965

4.508963

In debye units.
Figure 2 shows the calculated bond lengths in the systems considered. As seen in the
figure, drastic effect of aluminum atom occurs in the case of NF+2Al(s) composite which
results in C-NO2 bond rupture of nitroform. As mentioned above, in the other cases the
perturbations are relatively much less and only some bond angle and length distortions
happen.
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Figure 2. Calculated bond lengths in the systems considered.
Figure 3 displays the calculated electrostatic potential (ESP) charges on atoms of the
systems considered. Note that the ESP charges are obtained by the program based on a
numerical method that generates charges that reproduce the electrostatic potential field
from the entire wavefunction [33]. As seen in Figure 3, the aluminum atoms are all
partially positively charged in the composites. The greatest charge on the aluminum
occurs in NF+Al(d) composite but if sum of the charges on Al atoms in each composite
are considered the order is NF+2Al(t) > NF+Al(d) > NF+2Al(s). In the composites, the
electron population transferred to nitroform is spread over the whole nitroform molecule,
thus the electrostatic potential maps of the composite systems considered are highly
different from the respective map of nitroform (Figure 4). Note that the overall negative
charge of the NO2 moiety removed from NF+2Al(s) composite is very small. In the
composites, the carbon atom has some negative partial charge and the negative charge
accumulated on the carbon atom in NF+2Al(s) case (from which the NO2 group is
removed) is the most negative of all, including the nitroform molecule itself.
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Figure 3. The calculated ESP charges on atoms of the systems considered.

Figure 4. The electrostatic potential maps of the systems considered.
Figure 5 displays the calculated IR spectra of the systems considered. Nitroform
spectrum is characterized with two adjacent peaks at 1674 cm-1 and 1673 cm-1 which are
asymmetric N-O stretchings overlapped with C-NO2 bendings. The peak at 1348 cm-1
stands for symmetric N-O stretching. The C-H stretching of nitroform occurs at 3194
cm-1. The presence of Al in NF+Al(d) composite slightly shifts asymmetric N-O
stretchings to 1664 cm-1 and 1640 cm-1 again overlapped with C-H vibrations. The C-H
stretching and bending occurs at 3166 cm-1 and 1333 cm-1, 1271 cm-1, respectively. In the
case of NF+2Al(s), the C-H stretching happens at 3328 cm-1. At 1598 cm-1 asymmetric
N-O stretchings overlapped with C-NO2 bendings occur. The intense sharp peaks at 1409
cm-1 and 1210 cm-1 belong to the C-H bending coupled with asymmetric N-O stretchings
of the eliminated NO2 moiety. As for the NF+2Al(t) composite C-H stretching occurs at
3137 cm-1. The peaks at 1413 cm-1 and 1394 cm-1 are asymmetric N-O stretchings
coupled with C-N bendings. The intense peak at 964 cm-1 arises from the asymmetric
stretchings of N-O bonds of some other NO2 groups.
Earthline J. Chem. Sci. Vol. 8 No. 2 (2022), 147-162
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NF

NF+Al(d)

NF+2Al(s)

NF+2Al(t)

Figure 5. Calculated IR spectra of the systems considered.
Table 2 shows some energies of the composites considered where E, ZPE and EC
stand for the total electronic energy, zero point vibrational energy and the corrected total
electronic energy, respectively. The data indicate that of the two NF+2Al composites, the
singlet is more stable than the triplet. However, note that the singlet has a decomposed
nitroform structure.
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Table 2. Some energies of the composites considered.
Composite

E

ZPE

EC

NF+Al(d)

-2354197.67

142.41

-2354055.26

NF+2Al(s)

-2990928.28

137.68

-2990790.60

NF+2Al(t)

-2990809.75

139.33

-2990670.42

In kJ/mol.
Figure 6 display the effect of aluminum on some of the nitroform molecular orbitals.

NF

NF+Al(d)

NF+2Al(s)

NF+2Al(t)

Figure 6. Effect of aluminum on some of nitroform molecular orbitals.
Note that for all the systems considered, except NF and NF+2Al(s) composite each of
which stands for a closed-shell structure, α- and β-type molecular orbitals emerge due to
Earthline J. Chem. Sci. Vol. 8 No. 2 (2022), 147-162
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the unrestricted treatment. In the figure they are represented by notation as a- and b-type
molecular orbital energy levels. Each system has its own peculiarities beyond any
generalizations. Table 3 shows the HOMO, LUMO energies and the interfrontier
molecular orbital energy (FMO) gap values (Δε=εLUMO-εHOMO). The order of HOMO
energies is NF < NF+Al(d) < NF+2Al(s) < NF+2Al(t), whereas the LUMO energies
follow the order of NF+Al(d) < NF+2Al(t) < NF < NF+2Al(s). Thus, the presence of
aluminum atom raises up the HOMO energies as compared to nitroform whereas it
lowers the LUMO energies except the NF+2Al(s) case. However, one should keep in
mind that NF+2Al(s) system has a decomposed nitroform structure. The effect of
aluminum causes Δε values follow the order of NF+2Al(t) < NF+Al(d) < NF+2Al(s) <
NF. On the other hand, the narrowing of interfrontier molecular orbital gap indicates that
the composite NF+2Al(t) should be more sensitive to impact stimuli because Δε values
are related to impact sensitivity of explosives [37,38]. Namely, as the FMO energy gap
(Δε) becomes less and less the impact sensitivity increases more and more. Consequently,
aluminum atom makes nitroform to be more susceptible to impact stimulus.
Table 3. The HOMO, LUMO energies and the interfrontier molecular orbital
energy gap (Δε) values of the systems considered.
Composite

HOMO

LUMO

Δε

NF

-961.03

-399.35

561.68

NF+Al(d)

-651.10

-433.54

217.56

NF+2Al(s)

-640.23

-392.56

247.67

NF+2Al(t)

-609.72

-426.41

183.31

In kJ/mol.
Figure 7 shows the calculated (time-dependent DFT, TDDFT) UV-VIS spectra of the
systems considered. As seen in the figure, the presence of aluminum is accompanied by a
certain degree of bathochromic shift towards the visible part of the spectrum. The effect
is in accord with decreasing value of Δε as tabulated in Table 3.
Figure 8 is the spin density maps of the open-shell systems considered. The unpaired
electron population in each case has been spread over the whole nitroform moiety but in
unequal density. However, the doublet and triplet composites also exhibit some major
variations in density.
http://www.earthlinepublishers.com
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NF+Al(d)

NF+2Al(s)

NF+2Al(t)

Figure 7. Calculated UV-VIS spectra of the systems considered.
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Figure 8. Spin density maps of the open-shell systems considered.
Figure 9 shows the HOMO and LUMO patterns of NF and the composites
considered. Since, unrestricted calculations (UB3LYP/6-311++G(d,p)) have been
performed and aluminum atom has an unpaired electron in its ground electronic state, the
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Figure 9. The HOMO and LUMO patterns of NF and the composites considered.
composites in the doublet and triplet states considered have α- and β-HOMO and LUMO
orbitals (in the figure those orbitals are designated as a- and b-). As seen in the figure the
aluminum atom(s) generally has/have a large contribution to the HOMO while very little
or nil in to the LUMO.
4. Conclusion
The present DFT treatment of aluminum and nitroform interaction (within the
constraints of the theory and basis set employed) has revealed that aluminum may be
compatible or not with nitroform molecule depending on the percent of aluminum in the
composite as well as the multiplicity state of the composite. The NF+Al composite is
structurally stable but NF+2Al is stable in the triplet but not in the singlet state. In all the
cases aluminum atom(s) possesses some partial positive charge.
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